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                IHP 340 Module Six Worksheet Guidelines and Rubric Overview: In this worksheet activity, you will need to analyze the conclusions reached by the researchers in your final project article and compare them to the  conclusions of the reference article for your selected study. This reference article will be a similar study in some way to the one you chose for your Primary  Article in the Final Project Article List. You will also need explain how the study you h ave analyzed contributes to scientific literature and speculate about  further investigations that might take place because of this research. Prompt: For this worksheet assignment, complete the following steps: 1. Review the article you selected for the final project.   2. Review the reference article for your selected final project article.   3. Download and complete the Module Six Worksheet document, addressing the questions in the five areas below: • Purpose, research question, and hypothesis  • Research methods  • Results or key findings  • Major conclusions 4. Upload and submit your completed worksheet assignment. Guidelines for Submission: Your response to each question in the worksheet should be written in your own word. You may paraphrase information from the  article, but do not directly quote or copy and paste text. Once you have completed the worksheet template, upload and submit your s aved worksheet file to  Brightspace to finish this assignment. Critical Elements  Exemplary (100%)  Proficient (85%)  Needs Improvement (55%)  Not Evident (0%)  Value  Purpose, Research   Question, and Hypothesis  Meets “Proficient” criteria and demonstrates a sophisticated application of statistical research knowledge to the description of the purpose,  research question(s), and hypothesis of similar studies  Describes the purpose, research question(s), and hypothesi s of  similar studies by thoroughly answering the relevant questions in the worksheet   Describes the purpose, research question(s), and hypothesis of similar studies by thoroughly answering the relevant questions in the worksheet, but description lacks deta il or clarity   Does not describe the purpose, research question(s) and hypothesis of similar studies   23 Research Methods  Meets “Proficient” criteria and demonstrates a sophisticated application of statistical research knowledge to the  research methods of similar studies by thoroughly answering the relevant questions in the worksheet   Describes the research methods of similar studies by thoroughly answering the relevant questions in the worksheet   Describes the research methods of si milar studies by answering  the relevant questions in the worksheet, but description lacks detail or clarity   Does not describe the research methods of similar studies   23   Results or Key  Findings  Meets “Proficient” criteria and demonstrates a sophisticated application of statistical research knowledge to the  results or key findings of similar studies by thoroughly answering the relevant questions in the worksheet   Describes the key findings of a similar study by thoroughly answering the relevant questions in the worksheet   Describes the results or key findings of similar studies by answering the relevant questions in the worksheet, but description lacks detail or clarity   Does not describe the resul ts or  key findings of similar studies   23   Major Conclusions  Meets “Proficient” criteria and demonstrates a sophisticated application of statistical research knowledge to the  comparison of the major conclusions of two similar studies   Compares the major conclusions of two similar studies   Compares the major conclusions of two similar studies, but comparison lacks detail or clarity   Does not compare the major conclusions of two similar studies   23   Articulation of  Response  Submission is free of errors related to citations, grammar, spelling, syntax, and organization and is presented in a professional and easy to read format   Submission has no major errors related to citations, grammar, spelling, syntax, or organization   Subm ission has major errors  related to citations, grammar, spelling, syntax, or organization that negatively impact readability and articulation of main ideas   Submission has critical errors related to citations, grammar, spelling, syntax, or organization that prevent understanding of  ideas   8  Total  100%            
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                Fast and convenient

                Simply post your question and get it answered by professional tutor within 30 minutes. It's as simple as that!
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                Any topic, any difficulty

                We've got thousands of tutors in different areas of study who are willing to help you with any kind of academic assignment, be it a math homework or an article. 
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                100% Satisfied Students

                Join 3,4 million+ members who are already getting homework help from StudyDaddy!
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